As of March 2023

The purpose of this Disclosure is to provide additional information to counterparties regarding select trading practices used by Goldman Sachs ("GS") as a market maker when transacting in certain commodities products on electronic platforms. In particular, this Disclosure explains a pre-trade review process conducted by GS commonly referred to as "last look", including the circumstances when it is employed and the rationale for its use. This Disclosure supplements any other agreements, notices or disclosures that GS may provide its counterparties from time to time.

What is “last look” and why does Goldman Sachs use it?

GS currently provides certain indicative commodities spot, swaps and futures prices to its counterparties across a range of electronic platforms. When a counterparty sends us an electronic trade request, we perform a series of pre-trade reviews before accepting or rejecting the trade at the requested price.

One of the pre-trade reviews we perform on certain platforms is how the requested price compares to our most recent internal price. This price comparison process determines whether a trade at the requested price would exceed a counterparty-specific Symmetric Tolerance Band (defined below) due to a market move. When this comparison shows that a market move does not exceed the GS tolerance within the Symmetric Tolerance Band, the trade request is accepted. When this comparison shows that a market move exceeds the GS tolerance beyond the Symmetric Tolerance Band, the trade request is rejected.

In certain circumstances depending on the products and platforms used and the direction and extent of a market move, GS may “price improve” a trade request, as discussed further below.

GS applies this price comparison process primarily to help it manage the risks posed by trading on stale prices due to latencies inherent in electronic communications, market disruptions, and certain adverse trading behaviors. For example, factors such as market moves and technical or pricing errors may cause a requested price to be rejected through this price comparison process. Further, trading activities such as latency arbitrage, aggregation or order splitting may result in more rejected trade requests.

Given that the proportion of trade requests that may be rejected is influenced by individual counterparties’ trading activities, GS does not provide data in respect of average rejection rates. GS will however share with counterparties their own rejection statistics upon request.

What is “price improvement”?

Price improvement establishes a symmetric tolerance band (the “Symmetric Tolerance Band”) that takes into account market movements that are both favorable and unfavorable to GS during the price comparison process. Specifically, if our most recent internal price, when compared to the requested price:

- remains within the Symmetric Tolerance Band (whether in GS’s or the counterparty’s favor), the trade request will be accepted;
- moves in GS’s favor and no longer remains within the Symmetric Tolerance Band, the trade request will be automatically price improved. The amount of the price improvement will be equal to the amount by which our most recent internal price has moved in GS's favor beyond the Symmetric Tolerance Band; or
- moves unfavorably to GS and no longer remains within the Symmetric Tolerance Band as it has exceeded GS' loss tolerance, the trade request will be rejected.

1 Our “internal prices” are internally-calculated amounts used to determine client-specific bid or ask quotes, as applicable. This price comparison process exists on vendor price streaming platforms and on our bi-lateral API connections. The comparison does not exist on Marquee Trader, our single dealer platform.

2 Price improvement is currently limited to 3 basis points from the requested price beyond which trade requests are rejected to prevent anomalous results during extraordinary market conditions. Based on historical trading activity, we believe rejections resulting from this limit should be minimal. The amount of the Symmetric Tolerance Band and the price improvement limit may vary between individual counterparties and are subject to change, without notice, at GS’s discretion.

3 As used in this document, the term “loss” does not refer to actual GS realized losses but rather is an estimation of expected value.
Please see the diagram below:

What are the advantages of price improvement as compared to symmetric trade rejections?

In addition to the pricing benefits described above, we believe price improvement will result in fewer trade rejections than a purely “symmetric” pricing process that automatically rejects trades when a tolerance band is exceeded due to market movements in a dealer’s favor.

Price improvement has been enabled on most vendor price streaming platforms and applies automatically to all counterparties who have established bilateral API connectivity with GS since November 22, 2016. If you trade through a bi-lateral API connection that was established prior to this date and have not yet contacted us to enable it, please contact your sales representative or email the electronic sales team at gs-ecommod@gs.com. If you trade through a vendor price streaming platform that is unable to support price improvement then it will not apply.

Note that GS provides no assurances that price improvement is superior to alternative pricing processes that may be available or that it is suitable for individual counterparties’ trading strategies.

Which products are in-scope for price improvement?

Those commodities products that are subject to the price comparison review described above through our bi-lateral API connections or applicable vendor price streaming platforms (excluding options) are in scope, including, commodities spot, swaps and futures. All commodities option prices that fall outside the Symmetric Tolerance Band are automatically rejected.

What other pre-trade reviews might cause Goldman Sachs to reject an electronic offer to trade?

In addition to the price comparison process described above, before determining whether to accept or reject a trade request, GS’s systems perform various pre-trade validity reviews when pricing. Some of these reviews determine whether:

(i) a counterparty is enabled to trade on the relevant platform;
(ii) a counterparty currently has credit available;
(iii) the trade request matches the side quoted;
(iv) the trade size is within the amount permitted by GS;
(v) the trade size is within limits set for that counterparty; and
(vi) the quote which the counterparty has requested to trade against is not aged (based on number of updates including against current levels or other factors).

These reviews may be changed from time to time without notice. The extent to which these reviews are employed will vary depending on the counterparty and/or platform being used. GS may impose additional reviews at its discretion.

How long does this pre-trade review process take?

The time required to conduct the price comparison and other pre-trade validity reviews described above for most products is generally less than 10 milliseconds. For options the time required to conduct the price comparison may be marginally longer, though generally less than 1 second. These time periods may be longer due to latencies beyond our control, such as system or network issues. Goldman Sachs does not apply any additional latencies, or “hold periods”, to this process.

Does Goldman Sachs conduct trading activity that uses the information from an electronic trade request during the pretrade review process?

During the price comparison process and the application of the other pre-trade reviews referenced above, GS does not use any information from the trade request to either (i) change the indicative pricing it provides over electronic platforms, or (2) pre-hedge or otherwise attempt to cover the risk associated with any pending trade request. GS may continue to trade during this period for reasons unrelated to the trade request.

Will Goldman Sachs notify a counterparty if its offer to trade is rejected?

GS will use its reasonable efforts to notify a counterparty when a trade request has been rejected and to provide an indication of the primary reason for the rejection. Upon request, GS can provide any counterparty with a more detailed explanation of why any offer to trade has been rejected and also with an historic summary of that counterparty’s rejected trade requests.

Goldman Sachs Electronic Trading Matters - Terms of Dealing

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, prices communicated electronically by GS do not constitute offers to trade but rather are indications of interest subject to further review by us. An electronic trade request received by GS constitutes an electronic offer to execute a transaction. Upon receipt of an electronic offer to execute a transaction at a price and quantity, whether in response to an indication of interest or otherwise, GS will determine whether, and at what price, to accept all or any part of the electronic trade request, after assessing that request against a variety of pre-trade factors, including those described above. Please refer to Goldman Sachs’ Terms of Dealing for additional information regarding our trading practices. Please note in particular that all of GS’s electronic trading is subject to these Terms of Dealing and that GS is under no obligation to stream indicative prices or accept orders and may set or modify electronic trading limits and parameters in its sole discretion.

Indicative Terms/Pricing Levels: This material may contain indicative terms only, including but not limited to pricing levels. There is no representation that any transaction can or could have been effected at such terms or prices. Proposed terms and conditions are for discussion purposes only. Finalized terms and conditions are subject to further discussion and negotiation.

Backtesting, Simulated Results, Sensitivity/Scenario Analysis or Spreadsheet Calculator or Model: There may be data presented herein that is solely for illustrative purposes and which may include among other things back testing, simulated results and scenario analyses. The information is based upon certain factors, assumptions and historical information that Goldman Sachs may in its discretion have considered appropriate, however, Goldman Sachs provides no assurance or guarantee that this product will operate or would have operated in the past in a manner consistent with these assumptions. In the event any of the assumptions used do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary materially from the examples shown herein. Additionally, the results may not reflect material economic and market factors, such as liquidity, transaction costs and other expenses which could reduce potential return.

OTC Derivatives Risk Disclosures:
Terms of the Transaction: To understand clearly the terms and conditions of any OTC derivative transaction you may enter into, you should carefully review the Master Agreement, including any related schedules, credit support documents, addenda and exhibits. You should not enter into OTC derivative transactions unless you understand the terms of the transaction you are entering into as well as the nature and extent of your risk.
exposure. You should also be satisfied that the OTC derivative transaction is appropriate for you in light of your circumstances and financial condition. You may be requested to post margin or collateral to support written OTC derivatives at levels consistent with the internal policies of Goldman Sachs.

**Liquidity Risk:** There is no public market for OTC derivative transactions and, therefore, it may be difficult or impossible to liquidate an existing position on favorable terms. Transfer Restrictions: OTC derivative transactions entered into with one or more affiliates of The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (Goldman Sachs) cannot be assigned or otherwise transferred without its prior written consent and, therefore, it may be impossible for you to transfer any OTC derivative transaction to a third party.

**Conflict of Interests:** Goldman Sachs may from time to time be an active participant on both sides of the market for the underlying securities, commodities, futures, options or any other derivative or instrument identical or related to those mentioned herein (together, "the Product"). Goldman Sachs at any time may have long or short positions in, or buy and sell Products (on a principal basis or otherwise) identical or related to those mentioned herein. Goldman Sachs hedging and trading activities may affect the value of the Products.

**Counterparty Credit Risk:** Because Goldman Sachs, may be obligated to make substantial payments to you as a condition of an OTC derivative transaction, you must evaluate the credit risk of doing business with Goldman Sachs or its affiliates.

**Pricing and Valuation:** The price of each OTC derivative transaction is individually negotiated between Goldman Sachs and each counterparty and Goldman Sachs does not represent or warrant that the prices for which it offers OTC derivative transactions are the best prices available, possibly making it difficult for you to establish what is a fair price for a particular OTC derivative transaction; The value or quoted price of the Product at any time, however, will reflect many factors and cannot be predicted. If Goldman Sachs makes a market in the offered Product, the price quoted by Goldman Sachs would reflect any changes in market conditions and other relevant factors, and the quoted price (and the value of the Product that Goldman Sachs will use for account statements or otherwise) could be higher or lower than the original price, and may be higher or lower than the value of the Product as determined by reference to pricing models used by Goldman Sachs. If at any time a third party dealer quotes a price to purchase the Product or otherwise values the Product, that price may be significantly different (higher or lower) than any price quoted by Goldman Sachs. Furthermore, if you sell the Product, you will likely be charged a commission for secondary market transactions, or the price will likely reflect a dealer discount. Goldman Sachs may conduct market making activities in the Product. To the extent Goldman Sachs makes a market, any price quoted for the OTC derivative transactions, Goldman Sachs may differ significantly from (i) their value determined by reference to Goldman Sachs pricing models and (ii) any price quoted by a third party. The market price of the OTC derivative transaction may be influenced by many unpredictable factors, including economic conditions, the creditworthiness of Goldman Sachs, the value of any underlyers, and certain actions taken by Goldman Sachs.

**Market Making, Investing and Lending:** Goldman Sachs engages in market making, investing and lending businesses for its own account and the accounts of its affiliates in the same or similar instruments underlying OTC derivative transactions (including such trading as Goldman Sachs deems appropriate in its sole discretion to hedge its market risk in any OTC derivative transaction whether between Goldman Sachs and you or with third parties) and such trading may affect the value of an OTC derivative transaction.

**Early Termination Payments:** The provisions of an OTC Derivative Transaction may allow for early termination and, in such cases, either you or Goldman Sachs may be required to make a potentially significant termination payment depending upon whether the OTC Derivative Transaction is in-the-money to Goldman Sachs or you at the time of termination. Indexes: Goldman Sachs does not warrant, and takes no responsibility for, the structure, method of computation or publication of any currency exchange rates, interest rates, indexes of such rates, or credit, equity or other indexes, unless Goldman Sachs specifically advises you otherwise.